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Are any of these conditions

Homes Re-imagined
Redesigning Your Home for Optimal Liveability and Safety

Health Challenges
Are you dealing with any of these conditions?

•  Neurological conditions (strokes, ALS, PD)
•  Surgery and trauma
•  Orthopedic, hips, knees, arthritis
•  Cancer and cancer treatment
•  Cardiac, heart disease
•  Diabetes
•  Recurring hospitalization
•  Dementia
•  Vision and hearing problems

Questions to ask
Are you seeing any of these kind of situations?

•  Getting up and out of a chair
•  Getting in and out of a shower or tub
•  Getting on and off the toilet
•  Difficulty getting in and out of the house
•  Difficulty preparing a simple meal
•  Secluding oneself, fear of falling again

MY PHILOSOPHY

“Our living environments should
adapt to the needs of the individual,
instead of the individual adapting to

barriers in the home.”

  Occupational Therapist (OT)
 Certified Aging in Place Professional (CAPS)

 Executive Certification in Home Modification (ECHM)
Independent Living Specialist
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As an Occupational Therapist I consider:

• Physical mobility (low vision, hard of hearing,
sensory changes, range of motion, muscle
strengths, balance)

• Cognition

• Changes in behavior

• Family and social support

• Home accessibility

Most falls occur in the bathroom
• One of the most common fall injuries is hip fractures
• 20% of older adults with hip fractures die within 1 year

• 25% people admitted to a Skilled Nursing Facility
with hip fractures are still there one year later

SOURCE: Center for Disease Control (CDC)

Solutions: Keep it Simple!

Unsafe?
(do not try this at home!)
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Safety and style go hand in hand.
• Barrier free showers
• Grab bars
• Comfort height toilets or commode
• Non slip flooring
• Sufficient lighting

“Instead of the John I call my
bathroom the Jim!

That way it sounds better when I
say I go to the Jim first thing

In the morning!!!”

Key Kitchen features to consider
• Various work heights
• Drawers vs. cabinets
• ‘C’ or ‘D’ pulls (NO knobs)
• Full extending drawers
• Lever faucets
• Automatic shut-off appliances
• Contrasting colors
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Style and Accessibility

“Welcome” home?
How accessible is my home for myself and visitors?

• Entrance with zero steps if possible
• 34” to 36” exterior entry
• 32” minimum interior doorways
• Half-bath on main floor
• Railings on both sides of steps (interior and exterior)

“Visitability” means access for all.
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The devil is in the details
Small things can make a big difference!

• Decrease clutter!

• Increase lighting

• Flooring should be
low gloss, non skid

• Carpeting low pile,
non busy pattern

• Contrasting colors -
walls, baseboards,
counters

SMART systems

It was a sad and disappointing day when
 I discovered my ‘Universal Remote’
did not, in fact, control the Universe.

(not even remotely)

•  Health challenges for caregivers
•  Impact of home environment
•  Safety solutions for you and your loved one

In Review Caregiving Home Solutions
Supporting your peace of mind
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For a printable pdf. version of
this presentation

please visit my website at

liveablehomedesign.com
and click “AARP Caregivers”

on the main menu.


